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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Technical Field.

[0001] This invention relates generally to maximizing the efficiency of radio frequency power amplification in a wireless communication device transmitter, and, more particularly, to a high efficiency multiple power level amplifier.

2. Related Art.

[0002] With the increasing availability of efficient, low cost electronic modules, mobile communication systems are becoming more and more widespread. For example, there are many variations of communication schemes in which various frequencies, transmission schemes, modulation techniques and communication protocols are used to provide two-way voice and data communications in a handheld telephone-like communication handset. While the different modulation and transmission schemes each have advantages and disadvantages, one common factor is the need for highly efficient power amplification. As these communication devices become smaller and smaller, the functionality provided by these devices continues to increase. One major concern when developing these handheld communication devices is power consumption. As the devices become smaller and smaller, the amount of power consumed and dissipated becomes more and more critical. High efficiency power amplification decreases the amount of power consumed, thereby maximizing battery life of the device.

[0003] Another major concern in these wireless devices is the size of the circuitry. In order to minimize the hardware required it is desirable to integrate as much functionality as possible into fewer and fewer circuit modules. This enables the handheld device to be smaller and consume less power.

[0004] Many wireless power amplifier applications require high efficiency over a broad range of operating power levels. This is inherently difficult to achieve without circuitry and logic in addition to the power amplifier. Typically, additional circuitry residing on a control die must be used in addition to the power amplifier circuit.

FIG. 1 is a simplified block of a typical transceiver 50. Transceiver 50 includes a bias circuit 100, a power amplifier 120 and a voltage regulator 140. Bias circuit 100 maintains a constant current \( I_B \) to power amplifier 120 and a voltage regulator 140. Bias circuit 100 is illustrated. The emitter follower bias circuit 100 provides a base current \( I_B \) required by a radio frequency (RF) power amplifier 120, and more particularly, RF transistor 32 for direct current (DC) bias and RF power conditions. Both emitter follower bias circuit 100 and power amplifier 120 are typically implemented using the same semiconductor technology, for example, gallium arsenide (GaAs) heterojunction bipolar transistor (HBT).

[0007] One of the primary disadvantages of this type of common bias control system when implemented using GaAs HBT technology is that due to the two base emitter voltage drops across buffer transistor 30 and RF transistor 32, respectively. \( V_{ref} \) must be greater than +3.0V to maintain adequate operation over the operating temperature range as the base to emitter voltage drop \( V_{BE} \) of each of these transistors is approximately +1.3 volts each. However, in many communications devices, such as mobile cellular or PCS telephones, batteries are used to provide a supply voltage to the communications device. These batteries are typically configured to provide a minimum operating voltage of +2.8 VDC. Communications devices are often configured to shut off when the available supply voltage falls below +2.8 volts DC (VDC). Once the available battery voltage drops below +3.0 VDC, it is necessary for steps to be taken to boost the sub +3.0 VDC operating voltage supplied by the battery up so that the voltage supplied to the communications device as VDC is the required +3.0 volts. This requires additional circuitry to boost the sub +3.0 VDC voltage and provide a regulated voltage to the communications device that is greater than the minimum battery voltage.

[0008] Further, as an external voltage is typically required to provide a reference voltage \( V_{REF} \) to the bias circuit 100, an external input 49 is provided to connect an external voltage supply to the bias circuit 100. In RF communications devices, electrostatic discharge (ESD) can damage the circuitry of the communications device. ESD may be propagated through the circuitry of the communications device via connections between circuitry/ components. The presence of an external input 49 reduces the reliability of the bias circuit 100, as well as the communications device 150 in general, as it increases the risk of ESD being picked up and propagated through the bias circuit 100, thereby potentially damaging the bias circuit 100 and/or power amp 120. GaAs HBT technology typically provides resistance to ESD of up to ±1 kilovolt (1KV). ESD exceeding ±1KV is common and jeopardizes circuitry of the communications device.

[0009] Additionally, in the communications device 150, the base current \( I_B \) provided to the RF transistor 32 of power amplifier 120 is prone to shift as the power required by RF transistor 32 increases/decreases. Thus, in order to compensate for such shifting in bias current, it is common to provide a higher bias voltage to the base of the RF transistor 32. This leads to lower efficiency, greater consumption of power and the need for a higher supply voltage.
The bias circuit 100 is typically configured to provide a quiescent current $I_{BQ}$ to the RF transistor 32 that allows for maximum gain and linearity at the maximum RF output power level. However, at low power levels this fixed quiescent current is higher than necessary for proper operation at the lower power levels. As a result the efficiency of the power amp 120 diminishes at lower RF output levels.

The voltage at node 34 is established by the base-to-emitter drop of the mirror transistor 26 and the buffer transistor 30. The voltage at node 34 establishes the reference current $I_{\text{ref}}$ which flows through the resistor $R_{\text{ref}}$. As the base to emitter voltage drop of a transistor fluctuates as temperature fluctuates any changes in temperature impact the voltage at node 34. Thus, as the temperature changes and the base to emitter voltages across mirror transistor 26 and buffer transistor 30 change, the voltage at node 34 changes. This results in the current $I_{\text{ref}}$ also changing. As $I_{\text{ref}}$ varies so will the output current $I_C$ at RF transistor 32. Unfortunately, as the current $I_C$ decreases so does the linearity of RD transistor 32.

Therefore, there is a need in the industry for a wireless power amplification circuit that achieves highly efficient power amplification over a broad range of output power levels and that is economical to produce in high volume.

**SUMMARY**

The present invention provides a system for biasing a power amplifier in a communications device. Briefly described, in architecture, the system can be implemented as follows. A band gap voltage generator for generating a bandgap voltage is provided to a voltage-to-current converter. The voltage-to-current converter generates a reference current in accordance with the bandgap voltage. The reference current is provided to a programmable current mirror that multiplies the reference current to a predetermined level. An amplifier is provided for outputting and maintaining a constant current to a reference device.

**BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES**

The components in the figures are not necessarily to scale, emphasis instead being placed upon clearly illustrating the principles of the invention. Moreover, in the figures, like reference numerals designate corresponding parts throughout the different views.

FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating a simplified portable transceiver.
FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating the power amplifier of FIG. 1.
FIG. 3 is a block diagram illustrating a communications device 250 having a configurable bias control.
FIG. 4 is a block diagram illustrating configurable bias control 300.
material 482. The first semiconductor material may be chosen so that circuitry fabricated therein will require a low operating voltage, compared to GaAs semiconductor technology in order to function. Further, the first semiconductor material may be chosen to provide resistance to ESD greater than 1KV. The second semiconductor material may be chosen to provide for high power dissipation capabilities.

[0021] In one embodiment, power amplifier 120 (FIG. 4) and reference device 460 are fabricated in gallium arsenide (GaAs) semiconductor material while amplifier 410, controller unit 420, bandgap voltage generator 442, V-to-I converter 444, and programmable mirror 446 are fabricated in complimentary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) material. As CMOS circuitry is capable of operating at a low voltage, such as, for example, 2.5 volts DC, the bias controller 300 may be implemented without the need for a voltage boosting circuit to boost the supply voltage Vcc in the case where it should drop below a certain level, such as, for example, +3.0 VDC. Further, costs can be reduced by using CMOS material to fabricate components of the configurable bias controller 300.

[0022] Power amplifier 120 and reference device 460 may be fabricated in GaAs semiconductor material and included on a single integrated circuit and placed on a single integrated circuit along with components of the bias control unit 300 that are fabricated in CMOS. Alternatively, power amplifier 120 and reference device 460 may be fabricated in GaAs semiconductor material and placed on an integrated circuit separate and distinct from an integrated circuit on which the components of bias control 300 are fabricated in CMOS.

[0023] The bandgap voltage generator 442 is configured to provide a stable voltage VBG, independent of temperature or source voltage Vcc, to the V-to-I converter 444. The V-to-I converter 444 converts the voltage VBG into a reference current IREF. This reference current IREF is provided to the programmable mirror 446 that mirrors the current IREF and selectively multiplies the current IREF by a predetermined amount so as to increase the reference current available at the output as IREF2. The reference current IREF2 is provided to reference device 460.


[0025] Switch 430 is preferably configured to alternatively provide V-to-I converter 444 with either a bias voltage provided by an external bias source (not shown) and received via input A, or a bandgap voltage VBG provided by the bandgap voltage generator 442. Controller 420 controls the switch 430 in accordance with input from a predetermined input or source. In another embodiment of configurable bias controller 300, switch 430 is not included and there are no provisions for receiving an external bias voltage.

[0026] FIG. 5 is a diagram illustrating an embodiment of V-to-I converter 444. V-to-I converter 444 is configured as an operational amplifier 501 having a first input 503 and second input 505 and an output 507. Other examples of suitable V-to-I converter configuration are disclosed and described in Analysis and Design of Analog Integrated Circuits, Paul R. Gray and Robert G. Meyer, page 345, (1993). The input 503 of op-amp 501 receives the voltage VBG from the bandgap voltage generator 442. The output 507 is connected to the gate of a negative field effect transistor (NFET) 510. The voltage VBG is forced across the resistor RSG. The current IREF flows through the resistor RSG and FET 520, thereby generating a voltage drop between the source and drain of the FET 520. This voltage is output from the V-to-I converter 444 as VBIAS1. An external resistor RSG is connected to the output of op-amp 501 via the NFET 510. The NFET 510, in conjunction with the feedback loop 515 and resistance RSG act to set the constant reference current IREF. The feedback loop 515 acts to force the voltage VBG across resistor RSG thereby generating a constant current IREF1 that is independent of temperature and the voltage supply Vcc. This current IREF1 flows through positive field effect transistor (PFET) 520 thereby producing a bias voltage VBIAS1 at the drain of PFET 520 that is output to programmable mirror 446 (FIG. 6).

[0027] Programmable current mirror 446 provides for the output of a current IREF2 to the reference device 460 (FIG. 4). Programmable current mirror 446 is preferably configured to be controllable via controller 420 (FIG. 4).

[0028] FIG. 6 is a block diagram illustrating an example of a programmable mirror 446. Programmable mirror 446 includes PFET 801, PFET 803 switches 802 and 804 and switches 806 and 808. PFET 801 makes up a first current cell, PFET 803 makes up a second current cell.

[0029] PFET 801 is configured to receive either supply voltage Vcc or voltage VBIAS1 from the V-to-I converter 444 at the base. The application of supply voltage Vcc and/or VBIAS1 is controlled via switches 802 and 804. Switches 802 and 804 are controlled via input from controller 420 (not shown). Similarly, PFET 803 is configured to receive either supply voltage Vcc or voltage VBIAS1 from the V-to-I converter at the base. The application of supply voltage Vcc and/or VBIAS1 is controlled via switches 802 and 804. Switches 806 and 808 are controlled via input from controller 420 (not shown). Switch 802 is configured to be open when switch 804 is closed and vice-versa. Similarly, switch 806 is configured to be open when switch 808 is closed and vice-versa. In this example, switches 802 and 804 are set so as to allow the voltage VBIAS1 from V-to-I converter 444 to be fed to the gate of PFET 801. Further, switches 806 and 808 are set so as to turn off the PFET 803. Switches 802, 804, 806
and 808 are preferably configured as FET switches.

[0030] The PFETs 801 and 803 are configured to receive the voltage V_BIAS to two separate power amplifiers or power amplifier stages. In this embodiment, two sections 860 and 862 are provided. Each section, 860 and 862, is identical in that each one includes a switching unit 430 and 431, an external source via input A. This external bias voltage may then be provided to each of the sections 860 and 862. Alternatively switches 430 and 431 may be configured to turn power to these components on or off as may be desired. In one embodiment this may be carried out for the purpose of reducing power consumed by the configurable bias control 300 and power amplifier 120 when these components are not needed for operation of the communications device 250. Further controller 420 may also be configured to control switch 430.

[0039] FIG. 8 is a block diagram illustrating a further embodiment of configurable bias controller 300. In this embodiment, configurable bias controller 300 is configured so as to include circuitry to provide the bias voltage (V_BIAS) to two separate power amplifiers or power amplifier stages. In this embodiment, two sections 860 and 862 are provided. Each section, 860 and 862, is identical in that each one includes a switching unit 430 and 431, respectively, as well as a V-to-I converter 444, a programmable mirror 446 and the amplifier 410. In other words, the controller 420 may be configured to turn power to these components on or off as may be desired. In one embodiment this may be carried out for the purpose of reducing power consumed by the configurable bias control 300 and power amplifier 120 when these components are not needed for operation of the communications device 250. Further controller 420 may also be configured to control switch 430.

[0033] The gate of the source follower amplifier 902 is connected to the collector of the reference device 460. In this example, reference device 460 is implemented as a reference transistor 461. The gate to source voltage of the source follower 902 in addition to the gate to source voltage of the common source amplifier 904 act to keep a voltage V_FB on the collector of the reference transistor 461 that is above a predetermined voltage level, for example, +1.5V nominally.

[0034] The current through common source amplifier 904 controls the current through the FET 906 and the FET 908. The FET 906 is preferably configured as a diode connected FET that controls the current IBIAS source by the FET 908. The current mirror composed of FET 906 and FET 908 may be configured to have, for example, a 1:50 current multiplying ratio. The mirror transistor 908 in turn, supplies current IBIAS to the base of the reference device 461.

[0035] As radio frequency (RF) input power is increased to the power amplifier 120, the collector current of power transistor 466 increases. This requires the amplifier 410 to increase current IBIAS to the reference device 460 and the power amplifier 120. More particularly, the current IBIAS is increased to the base of reference transistor 461 and to transistor 466. As this happens, the voltage V_FB at the gate of voltage source follower 902 increases, thus forcing the gate of common source amplifier 904 to increase.

[0036] Amplifier 410 is preferably configured so that the voltage V_FB does not exceed a level that would cause the FET 801 and FET 803 of the programmable mirror 446 to move out of saturation.

[0037] Controller 420 controls certain functions of the configurable bias control 300 based upon input from external sources, such as a power management circuit, baseband processing circuitry or other logic controls (FIG. 4). Controller 420 may be configured to control the functions of the configurable bias control 300, based upon information stored in memory associated with the controller 420. For example, controller 420 may be configured as a truth table or look up table (LUT) that specifies a particular output for a given input.

[0038] Controller 420 may be configured to control the on/off state of the bandgap voltage generator 442, the V-to-I converter 444, the programmable mirror 446 and the amplifier 410. In other words, the controller 420 may be configured to turn power to these components on or off as may be desired. In one embodiment this may be carried out for the purpose of reducing power consumed by the configurable bias control 300 and power amplifier 120 when these components are not needed for operation of the communications device 250. Further controller 420 may also be configured to control switch 430.

[0039] FIG. 8 is a block diagram illustrating a further embodiment of configurable bias controller 300. In this embodiment, configurable bias controller 300 is configured so as to include circuitry to provide the bias voltage (V_BIAS) to two separate power amplifiers or power amplifier stages. In this embodiment, two sections 860 and 862 are provided. Each section, 860 and 862, is identical in that each one includes a switching unit 430 and 431, respectively, as well as a V-to-I converter 444, a programmable mirror 446, an amplifier 410 and a reference device 460. The switches 430 and 431 are controlled by controller 420 and provide a bandgap voltage V_BG to both of the sections 860 and 862 when the switches 430 and 431 are engaged so as to receive the bandgap voltage V_BG. Alternatively, the switches 430 and 431 may be switched so as to receive an external bias voltage from an external source via input A. This external bias voltage may then be provided to each of the sections 860 and 862. Alternatively switches 430 and 431 may be configured to receive external bias voltages from separate in-
puts and/or different external voltage bias sources.

Furthermore, the configurable amplifier and bias control can be implemented in software, hardware, or a combination of software and hardware. In one embodiment, selected portions of the configurable amplifier and bias control are implemented in hardware and software. The hardware portion of the invention can be implemented using specialized hardware logic. The software portion can be stored in a memory and be executed by a suitable instruction execution system (microprocessor).

The hardware implementation of the high efficiency multiple power level amplifier can include any or a combination of the following technologies, which are all well known in the art: a discrete logic circuit(s) having logic gates for implementing logic functions upon data signals, an application specific integrated circuit having appropriate logic gates, a programmable gate array(s) (PGA), a field programmable gate array (FPGA), etc.

Furthermore, the configurable amplifier and bias control software, which comprises an ordered listing of executable instructions for implementing logical functions, can be embodied in any computer-readable medium for use by or in connection with an instruction execution system, apparatus, or device, such as a computer-based system, processor-containing system, or other system that can fetch the instructions from the instruction execution system, apparatus, or device and execute the instructions.

While various embodiments of the invention have been described, it will be apparent to those of ordinary skill in the art that many more embodiments and implementations are possible that are within the scope of this invention. Accordingly, the invention is not to be restricted except in light of the attached claims and their equivalents.

**Claims**

1. A communications device comprising:
   - a radio frequency power amplifier (120) fabricated with a second semiconductor material, the RF power amplifier configured to amplify an RF input signal;
   - a configurable bias controller (300) fabricated with a first semiconductor material, the configurable bias controller comprising:
     - a bandgap voltage generator (442) for generating a bandgap voltage;
     - a voltage-to-current converter (444) for generating a reference current in accordance with the bandgap voltage;
     - a programmable current mirror (446) for multiplying the reference current by a predetermined amount;
     - an amplifier (410) for outputting a constant bias current ($I_{BIAS}$) in accordance with a feedback voltage ($V_{FB}$);
   - the amplifier (410) comprising:
     - a field effect transistor source follower amplifier (902),
     - an FET common source amplifier (904), and
     - a current mirror including FETs (906, 908);
   - the configurable bias controller (300) further comprising:
     - a reference device (460) for receiving the multiplied reference current ($I_{REF}$) and the constant bias current ($I_{BIAS}$) and for providing respectively said feedback voltage ($V_{FB}$) and a bias voltage ($V_{BIAS}$) to the RF power amplifier (120); and
     - a switching device (430) for alternatively providing said voltage-to-current converter (444) with said bandgap voltage or a reference voltage provided by an external bias voltage source;
2. The communications device of claim 1, wherein said first semiconductor material comprises a complementary metal oxide semiconductor material and said second semiconductor material comprises a gallium arsenide semiconductor material.
3. The communications device of claim 1, wherein said RF power amplifier (120) is included on a single integrated circuit, the single integrated circuit placed with components of said configurable bias controller (300).
4. The communications device of claim 1, wherein said configurable bias controller (300) is configured to turn off said bandgap voltage generator (442), said voltage-to-current converter (444), and said programmable current mirror (446) when they are not needed for operation of said communications device.
5. The communications device of claim 1, further comprising a radio frequency receiver, said radio frequency receiver comprises a personal communications system (PCS) compliant receiver or a code division multiple (CDMA) compliant receiver.
6. The communications device of claim 1, wherein said RF power amplifier (120) comprises a multi-stage power amplifier.
Patentansprüche

1. Kommunikationsvorrichtung, mit:
   - einem Radiofrequenzleistungsverstärker (120), der unter Verwendung eines zweiten Halbleitermaterials hergestellt wurde, wobei der RF-Leistungsverstärker zum Verstärken eines RF-Eingangssignals ausgebildet ist;
   - einem konfigurierbaren Vorspannungsregler (300), der unter Verwendung eines ersten Halbleitermaterials hergestellt wurde, wobei der konfigurierbare Vorspannungsregler Folgendes aufweist:
     - einen Bandlückenspannungsgenerator (442) zum Generieren einer Bandlückenspannung;
     - einen Spannungs-Strom-Wandler (444) zum Generieren eines Referenzstroms in Übereinstimmung mit der Bandlückenspannung;
     - einen programmierbaren Stromspiegel (446) zum Multiplizieren des Referenzstroms mit einem vorbestimmten Betrag;
     - einen Verstärker (410) zum Ausgeben einer konstanten Vorspannung; wobei der Verstärker (410) Folgendes aufweist:
       - einen Feldeffekttransistor-Quellenfolgerverstärker (902),
       - einen FET-Gemeinsamquellenverstärker (904), und
       - einen Stromspiegel mit FETs (906, 908);
   - wobei der konfigurierbare Vorspannungsregler (300) weiterhin Folgendes aufweist: eine Referenzvorrichtung (460) zum Empfangen des multiplizierten Referenzstroms (I_{REF}) und des konstanten Vorspannungstroms (I_{BIAS}) und zum Bereitstellen der Rückführungsperiode (V_{FB}) bzw. einer Vorspannung (V_{BIAS}) an dem RF-Leistungsverstärker (120); und einer Schaltvorrichtung (430) zum alternativen Bereitstellen der Bandlückenspannung oder einer durch eine externe Vorspannung quelle bereitgestellten Referenzspannung an dem Spannungs-Strom-Wandler (444).

2. Kommunikationsvorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, wobei das erste Halbleitermaterial ein komplementäres Metalloiddialbleitermaterial und das zweite Halbleitermaterial ein Galliumarsenihalbleitermaterial aufweist.

3. Kommunikationsvorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, wobei der RF-Leistungsverstärker (120) in einem einzelnen integrierten Schaltkreis enthalten ist, wobei der einzelne integrierte Schaltkreis mit Komponenten des konfigurierbaren Vorspannungsreglers (300) versehen ist.

4. Kommunikationsvorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, wobei der konfigurierbare Vorspannungsregler (300) konfiguriert ist, um den Bandlückenspannungsgenerator (442), den Spannungs-Strom-Wandler (444) und den programmierbaren Stromspiegel (446) auszuschalten, wenn sie für den Betrieb der Kommunikationsvorrichtung nicht benötigt werden.

5. Kommunikationsvorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, weiterhin mit einem Radiofrequenzreceiver, wobei der Radiofrequenzreceiver einen auf ein persönliches Kommunikationssystem (PCS) oder ein CDMA ("Code Division Multiple Access") angepassten Receiver aufweist.

6. Kommunikationsvorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, wobei der RF-Leistungsverstärker (120) einen Mehrstufenleistungsverstärker aufweist.

Revendications

1. Dispositif de communication comprenant :
   - un amplificateur de puissance radiofréquence (120) fabriqué avec un second matériau semi-conducteur, l’amplificateur de puissance RF étant configuré pour amplifier un signal d’entrée RF;
   - un contrôleur de polarisation configurable (300) fabriqué avec un premier matériau semi-conducteur, le contrôleur de polarisation configurable comprenant :
     - un générateur de tension de bande interdite (442) pour générer une tension de bande interdite ;
     - un convertisseur tension-courant (444) pour générer un courant de référence selon la tension de bande interdite ;
     - un miroir de courant programmable (446) pour multiplier le courant de référence par une quantité prédéterminée ;
     - un amplificateur (410) pour délivrer en sortie un courant de polarisation constant (I_{BIAS}) en accord avec une tension de rétroaction (V_{FB}) ;
     - un amplificateur (410) qui comprend :
       - un amplificateur suiveur de source à transistor à effet de champ (902) ;

2. Dispositif de communication comprenant :
un amplificateur à source commune à FET (904), et
un miroir de courant comprenant des FET (906, 908) ;
le contrôleur de polarisation configurable (300) comprenant en outre :
un dispositif de référence (460) pour recevoir le courant de référence (I_{REF}) multiplié et le courant de polarisation constant (I_{BIAS}) et pour délivrer respectivement ladite tension de rétroaction (V_{FB}) et une tension de polarisation (V_{BIAS}) à l'amplificateur de puissance RF (120) ;
et un dispositif de commutation (430) pour délivrer alternativement audit convertisseur tension-courant (444) ladite tension de bande interdite ou une tension de référence délivrée par une source de tension de polarisation externe.

2. Dispositif de communication selon la revendication 1, dans lequel ledit premier matériau semi-conducteur comprend un matériau semi-conducteur à oxyde métallique complémentaire et ledit second matériau semi-conducteur comprend un matériau semi-conducteur à arséniure de gallium.

3. Dispositif de communication selon la revendication 1, dans lequel ledit amplificateur de puissance RF (120) est intégré sur un seul circuit intégré, l'unique circuit intégré étant placé avec des composants dudit contrôleur de polarisation configurable (300).

4. Dispositif de communication selon la revendication 1, dans lequel ledit contrôleur de polarisation configurable (300) est configuré pour éteindre ledit générateur de tension de bande interdite (442), ledit convertisseur tension-courant (444) et ledit miroir de courant programmable (446) lorsqu'ils ne sont pas nécessaires pour le fonctionnement dudit dispositif de communication.

5. Dispositif de communication selon la revendication 1, comprenant en outre un récepteur radiofréquence, ledit récepteur radiofréquence comprenant un récepteur compatible avec le système de communications personnelles (SCP) ou un récepteur compatible avec un accès multiple par répartition en code (CDMA).

6. Dispositif de communication selon la revendication 1, dans lequel ledit amplificateur RF (120) comprend un amplificateur de puissance à étages multiples.
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